BREE BORNSTEIN
As a luxury leader in Rancho Santa Fe and Coastal real estate market, Bree Bornstein has represented
and sold some of the most significant real estate in San Diego. Bree prides herself on her personal
service and attention to her client’s every detail, which has led her to a large base of referral and
repeat clients. Distinguished buyers and sellers entrust Bree to guide them through every step
of the real estate process, which she ensures all objectives are being met with exceeded
expectations. She is renowned among colleagues and clients alike for her integrity,
loyalty and professionalism. Her strong local connections routinely unveil off-market
opportunities. She provides her clients with a broader property selection because of
her large professional network. The insiders’ edge is key to successfully navigating
the trendy, ultra-luxury and competitive housing market of Rancho Santa Fe, Del
Mar, and Encinitas and redefining the luxury real estate experience.
Armed with an Interior Design Background and having intimate insight
into Coastal and Rancho Santa Fe’s most exclusive properties, Bree draws
on her extensive knowledge of the local market. She prides herself
in being a Rancho Santa Fe resident who is deeply involved in the
community. She strives to capture her clients’ specific needs, lifestyle
and personalities and then zeroes in on the perfect community and
property that is perfectly tailored for their lifestyle.

“An experience as
remarkable as the
properties we represent.”
Known for her integrity and straightforward attitude, Bree will only
encourage deals once she is convinced that the fit is absolutely
right for her client. She thrives on the challenge of finding each client
their ideal property that fits their lifestyle, combing San Diego from
the Coastal Cottages in Del Mar and Solana Beach to the Equestrian
and pastoral properties in Rancho Santa Fe. Our team, holds ourselves
to the highest standards of excellence in an effort to exceed your
expectations at every opportunity with concierge-level service, consistent
communication and clear accountability.

17306 El Vuelo, Covenant Rancho Santa Fe
Offered at $2,675,000

6146 Paseo Valencia, Rancho Santa Fe
Offered at $2,695,000
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